
 

 

[អ#កនិ'យ៖ ជ ីមុនីវង]់ 
[Speaker: Chi Monivong] 
 
[00:00] 
 
CរEប់េផIJមអងK Lច គឺខQ R ំEប់េផIJមេTយេUបJUVស់ឧបករណ៍មួយចំនួនដូច^៖ ែដកTប់មួយ 
Cំបិតបេab ះមួយ និងពូេeមួយសUfប់េEះអgI តh។ ខQ REំប់េផIJមេធk JេTយCរពុះ
រេបlបេនះ។ ពុះលn មសUfប់Cរេធk Joល់ៃថrដូចែដលខQ R ំVនចំghំ!  
I start to make Angkuoch by having a few tools such as one chisel, one bamboo 
cutting knife, and an axe for making a lamella. I start by chopping [a piece of the 
bamboo] like this. I chop it as I did before.  
 
េពលែដលពុះែបបេនះរចួេហJយ ខQ REំប់េផIJមចិត។ 
ខQ R ទំុក�ងធំេ��ងេលJសUfប់េធk Jក�លអងK Lច។ េហJយខQ R ំUត�វចិតរេបlបេនះ! 
មួយលn មសUfប់Cរេធk J!  
When I have finished chopping, I start to carve it. I keep this bigger side for an 
Angkuoch’s head. And I have to carve it like this. To make it suitable for an Angkuoch!   
 
[00:41]  
 
សUfប់�ងខ#ង ខQ R ំUត�វចិតសំបកhេចញេដJម�ីឱ�េមJលេ��� ត។ 
េ�ះរបស់អងK Lចក៏ខQ R ំUត�វចិតមួយលn មដូចែដលខQ R ំេធk Joល់ៃថr! រេបlបេនះ!  
As for the back of a small piece of this bamboo, I need to scratch [the skin of the 
bamboo] to make it look beautiful. I also have to scratch the centre of this bamboo 
piece as I used to do earlier, every day. Like this!  
 
សUfប់Cរចិត ខQ R ំUត�វេមJលេបJf� ងេទlតតូច ខQ R ំទុកេធk Jចុងh។ 
េហJយខQ R ំចិតប�� ិតទុក^Cរចំg។ំ�ងែដលធំទុកសUfប់េធk Jក�ល!  
For the carving, I have to look at the size of both sides. I keep the smaller size for the 
tail part. I carve a line here as a marker. I keep the bigger size to make the 
Angkuoch’s head.  
 
ខQ RfំនគUម�មួយសUfប់hស់។ េTយ�រែតខQ R ំចំgមំិនVន  ខQ R ំUត�វេធk Jរេបlបេនះ។ ទីពីរ 
ខQ R ំចិតក�លh។ Cំបិតេនះមុតល� !  
I have a sample Angkuoch to measure against. I have to copy it because I cannot 
remember [the measurements]. Secondly, I have to carve its head. This knife is very 
sharp.   
 
រចួេហJយ ខQ R ំចិតកh។ ខQ R ំចិតករេបlបេនះ។ ខQ R ំមិន�ចចិតឱ�hេសI Jងេពកេទ។ 
ខQ R ំចិតមួយលn មសUfប់េធk J។ េពលែដលេយJងេធk Jរចួ ខQ R ំចិតមួយលn ម។ 
េបJសិន^ខQ R ំចង់េធk Jhឱ�ទន់^ងេនះ... ខQ R ំេEះhឱ��� ត។ រេបlបេនះ! ប៉ុេណ  ះលn ម!  
Then, I carve its neck. I carve it like this. I shouldn’t carve it until it becomes too thin. I 
have to make it suitable for the Angkuoch-making. After that, I have to carve a bit 
more. If I want to make it to be softer than this… I make a nice hole. Like this! It is 
good like this.  
 
[02:00]  
 
បab ប់មក ខQ R ំេធk Jគa¤ ក់hសUfប់េEះអgI តhេចញ។ រេបlបេនះ!  
Then, I make a hole for the part of the lamella. Like this!  
 
ខQ R ំEប់េផIJមេEះអgI ត េTយខQ R ំfនែដកTប់សUfប់េធk J។កែន¤ងេនះខQ R ំ�ចេEះVន! 
កែន¤ងេនះសUfប់េធk Jកh! កែន¤ងេនះខQ R ំេEះh! ខQ R ំេEះរេបlបេនះ។ 



 

 

I am making a hole with a chisel. I can make a hole in this part. This part is for its 
neck. I am making a hole here. I make it like this.  
 
ខQ R ំេEះhឱ�ធ¥ Rះ េហJយhfន¦ព§យUស̈លេពលែដលខQ R ំេEះhេចញមក។ រេបlបេនះ! 
េពលែដលខQ R ំេEះរចួេហJយ េហJយខQ R ំសេង©តេឃJញ«fនUបេ¬ង ខQ R ំ�ចយកCបិតមកចុច។  
I am making a hole and it is easy for me to take it out. Like this! After making a hole, I 
have to see if it is hollow, I then can take a knife to press it with.  
 
ខQ R ំចុចរេបlបេនះ! (បីដង) 
I press it like this. [Repeats this sentence twice more.] 
 
េពលែដលhfនUបេ¬ងUសច ខQ R ំ�ចចុចhេចញ។ ខQ R ំយកែដកTប់សង©ត់ 
េហJយhនឹងេចញរេបlបេនះ។ កែន¤ងេនះfនអgI ត 
េហJយេពលេនះខQ R ំ�ចEប់េផIJមេធk JhVន។ ដូេច#ះ ខQ R ំEប់េផIJមេធk Jរេបlបេនះ។ 
ខQ R ំយកUបTប់សង©ត់េដJម�ីកុំឱ�hរត់េ�វ ±ញ។ អ�² ឹងខQ R ំចិតhតិចៗ េដJម�ីCរ�រកុំឱ�hខូច 
ឬVក់។  
When it is already hollow, I can press on it and take out the small piece of stick from 
lamella-making process.  I am taking a chisel to press on it and I take it out like this. 
Now it has a lamella and I can start to carve. I am carving it like this. I press a chisel 
against it so then it will not move. So then I can carve slightly to protect it from 
getting broken.  
 
[03:50]  
 
កែន¤ងពិVកេធk J^ងេគ គឺកែន¤ងេនះ។ េបJខQ R ំចិតUបែហស h�ចធ¥ Rះ ឬមិនេសn J #̧ ។ 
េហJយេពលែដល¹b ត់េ� h�ចនឹងខុស។ រេបlបេធk J! គឺខQ R ំUត�វUតលប់ឬសºីមកវ ±ញ 
េTយរក»ៃដដែដល។ កែន¤ងេនះពិVកេធk J^ងេគ! បab ប់មក ខQ R ំចិតអgI តរបស់h។ 
ខQ R ំUត�វេមJលមួយលn មសUfប់Cរេធk J។ េTយ�រខQ R ំTប់មិន¼ន់Tច់ 
ខQ R ំUត�វចុចhកែន¤ងេនះបែន½ម។ Cត់hមួយលn មេដJម�ីឱ�h�ចចុចេ�វ ±ញVន! 
អ�² ងឹខQ R ំ�កែដកTប់េនះVនUស̈ល! 
This is the toughest part of the Angkuoch making process. If I do not pay full 
attention to it, it can be uneven or break easily. And if I played it, it would not sound 
right. I have to turn this piece of bamboo and keep my hands still. It is the toughest 
process. Then, I can carve its lamella. I need to see whether it is suitable not or not. 
Because if the piece of bamboo still sticks to the lamella part, I have to press more. 
Make a good cut and press! To make this process easier, I want to try to press with 
this chisel instead.  
 
[04:55]  
 
អ�² ឹងខQ R ំចិតអgI ត¼ងំសង�ងឱ�េសn J #̧  េហJយតូចលn ម។ ចិតកែន¤ងេនះមួយលn ម! 
ពិVកេធk Jកែន¤ងេនះ!  
I am carving both sides of the lamella to the same length.  It is hard to make this part.  
 
[05:06]  
 
[មុនីវង់ ចិតសUម̈លអgI តៃនអងK Lចឬសº]ី  
[CM carves the lamella]  
 
[05:41]  
 
 អំVញ់មិញ ខQ R ំVនេធk JរនÀh។ ឥឡ� វេនះ ខQ R ំUត�វេEះចំេហlងឱ�េហJយ។ ខQ R ំេEះ  
និងUត�វេធk Jឱ�hេសn J #̧ ¼ងំសង�ង! ប៉ុណ  ឹង!ឥឡ� វ hEប់េផIJមប§Ã ញរបូoងេហJយ។ 



 

 

ខQ R ំEប់េផIJមចិតក�លh។ ខQ Rមំិន�ច¹b ត់Vនេទ UបសិនេយJងទុកក�លhUជ Äងែបបេនះ។ 
ឥឡ� វ ខQ R ំចិតhឱ��� ត និងេសn J #̧ ។ សUfប់វ ±ធីចិតក�ល ខQ R ំUត�វចិតរេបlបេនះ។ អ�² ឹង 
ខQ R ំេធk Jhឱ��� ត។ ខQ R ំមិន�ចទុកhែបបេនះVនេទ េTយ�រh�ចប៉ះៃដេពល¹b ត់។ 
ខQ R ំេធk Jរេបlបេនះ េហJយប៉ុេណ  ះVន។ ខQ R ំEប់េផIJមសUម̈លអgI ត 
េTយ�រខQ R ំមិន�ចទុកhឱ�UCស់Vនេទ  េU�ះេពលែដល¹b ត់េ� hនឹងមិនរÅស់។ 
កែន¤ងេនះ ខQ R ំចិតhឱ�លn ម�� ត។  
Just now, I made holes. Now I have two holes for each side. I make holes and both 
sides must be the same size. That’s it. Now it has the shape [of an Angkuoch]. I am 
starting to carve its head. I cannot play it if its head is in this condition. Now I am 
carving it to make it smooth and balanced. For the carving technique, I have to carve 
it like this. Then, I make it more beautiful. I cannot keep it like this because it will 
irritate the hand while playing. It is okay now. I have to improve the lamella because it 
cannot be thick like this. When it is thick, it will not vibrate enough. I am improving 
this part.  
 
[06:47]  
 
េបJខQ R ំេមJលេ�េឃJញកែន¤ងgមិនសូវេសn Jរ ខQ R ំUត�វចិតបែន½ម។ កែន¤ងេនះ ខQ R ំ�ចចិតVន។ 
Uតង់ក�លហ# ឹង ខQ R ំUត�វចិតhឱ��� តេដJម�ីកុំឱ�hកូតេពលែដលខQ R ំ¹b ត់េ�! Uតង់ហ# ឹង! 
រចួខQ R េំEះកែន¤ងេនះសUfបTក់(Uកប)អgI ត។ កែន¤ងេនះfនCរគូសចំgំ̂ េUសច! 
កែន¤ងែដលគូសTក់អgI ត  (Uកប) គឺកែន¤ងេនះ! គឺខQ R ំUត�វTក់មួយលn ម 
និងេមJលUតង់េនះ«េតJhUCស់េពក។ ខQ R ំ�ចចិតhVនប៉ុេណ  ះ។ 
ខQ R ំ�ចEប់កែន¤ងេនះ¼ញVន។  
If I see any imbalance in any part, I have to carve more. This spot, I can carve. I need 
to carve at its head [of the lamella] so it will not touch my hands when I take it to 
play. This one! Then I make a space here for putting on the covers. It has a mark here. 
A mark to put on the covers is here. I have to put them on and see whether it is 
suitable or it is too thick. I can carve. I can pull it out like this.  
 
[07: 38] 
 
បab ប់ពីCរេធk Jរចួ ខQ R ំUត�វចិតUជ Äងរបស់h េដJម�ីកុំឱ�hប៉ះfត់េពលែដល¹b ត់។ ខQ R ំបិតhឱ�េសn J 
េហJយេ�េពលែដលេលង hនឹងមិនប៉ះfត់។ hEប់េផIJម�� ត។  
េបJខQ R ំេធk Jែបបេនះ hនឹងមិនលឺពិេoះេទ។ ខQ R ំUត�វចិតែថមេពលែដលកhេ�រ Êងែបបេនះ។ 
បab ប់មក ខQ R ំUត�វCរេoលេភ¤ Jង។  
After that process, I have to carve on the corners [of the small piece of the bamboo] 
to prevent it from cutting the mouth while playing. I have to carve until it becomes 
smooth and when I play, it will not cut the mouth. It is getting better now. If I keep it 
like this, it is still not good enough. I have to carve more when its neck is tough. Then 
I have to smoke it.  
 
[08:04] 
 
ដល់ដំgក់Cលេoលេភ¤ Jង ខQ R ំUត�វេEះកែន¤ងេនះឱ�េហJយសUfប់Tក់អgI ត(Uកប)។ 
ខQ R ំUត�វេoលេភ¤ Jងh។ Vនប៉ុេណ  ះ ខQ R ំ�ចទុកhសិន។ ខQ R ំEប់េផIJមពុះ(Uកប)អgI ត។ 
ខQ R ំយកកំgត់ឬសºីដែដលយកមកពុះមួយលn ម។ មួយលn មសUfប់ខQ R ំចិតេធk JអgI ត! 
វ ±ធីចិតអgI ត ខQ R ំUត�វចិតរេបlបេនះ។ ខQ R ំចិតរេបlបេនះ។  
For the process of smoking, I need to make a space here for putting on the covers [of 
the Angkuoch]. I need to smoke it. I can put it aside. And I can start to chop pieces of 
bamboo for making the covers. Just enough pieces for covers! With regard to the 
carving technique, I can carve it like this. I am carving it like this.  
 
[09:06]  



 

 

 
បab ប់ពីចិតអgI ត(Uកប) រចួ...រយៈេពលៃនCរេធk J... ខQ R ំUត�វ¬លេÎI h។ 
ខQ R ំយកh¬លឱ�សÏ Lត។ ឬេធk Jរ ±ធីេលÐន ខQ R ំUត�លេoលេភ¤ Jង។ អ�² ឹង ខQ R ំេoលេភ¤ Jង។ 
ែតឪពុកខQ R ំែដលេធk Jពីមុន ¸ត់Tក់¬លៃថrឱ�សÏ Lត េហJយសឹមយកhមកេធk J។ ចំេ�ះខQ R ំឥឡ� វ 
ខQ R ំចិតឬសºីេសJម  រចួខQ R ំយកhេ�េoលេភ¤ JងេU�ះhេលÐនសUfប់Cរេធk J។ 
ដំgក់Cលេនះចប់ែតប៉ុេណ  ះ េហJយខQ R ំ�ចយកhេ�េoលេភ¤ JងVន! 
ខQ R ំEប់េផIJមដុតេភ¤ JងេoលVន។  
After carving the covers… the process of making… I need to dry it. I take it to dry 
under the sun. Or, for a faster technique, I need to smoke it. So I’ll prepare to smoke 
it now. However, what my father usually did is that he dried it under the sun first. For 
me, I carve damp bamboo and I smoke it. This is because it is faster. This process is 
done here and I can start to smoke it now. I can start burning for the smoke.  
 
[09:44 - END]  
 


